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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 302 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Fatal Exchange chronicles the
story of Tess Gideon, a female Manhattan bike messenger with an appetite for the wild side who
becomes embroiled in a rogue nations Byzantine scheme to destabilize the U. S. financial system.
From the sweltering streets of Seoul to the sex-and-drugs-driven underbelly of Greenwich Village,
attempts at silencing a leak in an international counterfeiting operation leave a trail of butchery
that leads inevitably to Wall Street, pitting a counter-culture heroine against a ruthless state-
sponsored assassination team that will stop at nothing to achieve its lethal ends. As the body count
climbs, Tess is assisted by a homicide detective tracking a brutal serial killer whose ritualistic cycle
of murder and mutilation targeting bike messengers is escalating to fever pitch. Tesss battle to
survive propels her into a deadly underworld where she must become judge and executioner,
challenging her core beliefs about morality, justice and love. This item ships from La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields

This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel
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